
WBKA KOKUSAI KAIGI 国際会議 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 

5th & 6th NOVEMBER, 2016 
 

World Budo Kan Association held its International Congress in Adelaide                
Australia on Nov 5th & 6th, 2016. Presenters were Kazuo Hoshiyama Hanshi 
10th Dan Hoshiyama Ryu Jujitsu, Gary O’Connor Hanshi 10th Dan Okinawan 
Ryu Karate Do Shuri Te, Carl Withey Kyoshi 8th Dan Hoshiyama Ryu Jujitsu, 
Angel Lemus Kyoshi 7th Dan Shorinji Ryu & Juerg Steiner Shihan 6th Dan     
Aikikai  Japan Dojo. 
 

What a full on two weeks! With the arrival of senseis Kazuo Hoshiyama, Angel 

Lemus, Garry O’Connor & Juerg Steiner for the Kokusai Kaigi 国際会議, 2016,  

the committee decided it was going to be a smaller event than 2014 with a focus 
& concentration on traditional Japanese & Okinawan martial arts & the budo side 
of traditional martial arts. The atmosphere of respect & enthusiasm throughout 
the event was infectious. The success of the weekend was in no small part due to 
the very World Class Quality Instructors attending & teaching over the weekend, 
and their willingness to eagerly share their vast experience, knowledge & skills 
with everyone. 
 

Martial Artists participated in multiple sessions covering Aikido, Shorin-Ryu   
Karate, Kojo-Ryu Karate, Bunkai, Kyusho, Bojutsu, Jujutsu & much more. What 
an excellent weekend seminar of martial arts under the direction of World Class 
Master Instructors where fun was had by all in an atmosphere of true Budo 
friendship. Jonathan Kruger sensei from Kitwe, Zambia sent his best wishes to 
everyone for the week, as he was unable to attend due to visa issues. 
Our deepest thanks go to all the sensei’s that shared their knowledge, skills and 
passion for their art. 
 

We have had tremendous positive    
feedback from all the instructors and 
the vast majority of attendees saying 
it was such a wonderful experience 
for everyone & meeting the teachers       
coming from different continents was 
great, and even if all the budo          
techniques & the point of views are  
different it felt like we are all moving 
on the same direction.     PTO >> 
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World Budo Kan Association 

 Kokusai Kaigi 国際会議国際会議国際会議国際会議 

5th-6th November, 2016 



WBKA Gala Dinner & Charity Auction                

Saturday evening 5th November, 2016 
 

The Honourable Mr. Takeshi Tanabe (Deputy          
Consulate-General of Japan) attended the WBKA 
Gala Dinner & Charity Auction evening at the Para 
Hills Community Club. WBKA President, Kyoshi 
Carl Withey opened the evening with a short speech 
welcoming everyone & then introduced Mr. Tanabe. 
He began by confirming he was very supportive of 
promoting legitimate Budo. Mr. Tanabe & Chris        
Kazuo Hoshiyama spoke in depth throughout the       
evening about the Koshinkan Association & its      
Okinawan martial heritage. Mr. Tanabe was very    
interested in the native Japanese family style of         
Hoshiyama-Ryu Jujitsu & how it was preserving the 
ancient ’Koryu’ Japanese martial arts (old style    
Japanese martial arts that predate the Meiji            
Restoration 1868).  
 

Thank you to our committee, the instructors, the     
participants, Kyoko for the calligraphy activity for the 
children & everyone (including parents & supporters) 

for making the WBKA Kokusai Kaigi 国際会議 
2016, a huge success.  
 

Thanks also to Ingle Farm Recreation Centre management & staff, all our volunteer helpers,       
committee members & Mel Pearson who organized the fantastic Gala Dinner attended & opened by 
his Excellency Mr. Takeshi Tanabe, Deputy Consulate-General for Japanese Affairs for Australia.  
    

“I feel very lucky to be associated with Tugra Shan Martial Arts and all that it embodies. Being a part of the  

Kokusai Kaigi 2016 seminar was truly fantastic.” Quade Zane, Tugra Shan Martial Arts. 
 

“Thank you Carl B. Withey Sensei for an awesome week of Martial Arts. We learned & discussed so many great 

things & we are all eager to learn more and more.” Benjamin Pollack, Budo Kan Australia. 
 

“Thankyou, I had a great time & learnt lots.” Charlotte (junior), Tugra Shan Martial Arts 
 

“It was an outstanding seminar. We were extremely fortunate & privileged to learn in such a close personal  

environment from extremely highly skilled & knowledgeable world class martial artists. Where else can you get 

personal instruction from so many highly talented world class instructors all in the same seminar. The seminar 

was professionally run whilst at the same time it was refreshingly relaxed in an environment that was conducive 

to learning. These World Class highly skilled instructors were humble & taught in a non intensive atmosphere.” 

John Alford, Tugra Shan Martial Arts 
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TAKEDA SOKAKU  DAITO RYU AIKIJUJUTSU 

 
 
 
 

Takeda Sōkaku 武田 惣角, October 10, 1859 – April 25, 1943) was 

known as the founder of a school of jujutsu known as Daitō-ryū     
Aiki-jūjutsu. 
 

Born in the Aizu domain (Fukushima Prefecture), Sōkaku grew up in 
a time of war (Boshin) and civil strife and was able to witness both 
first hand while still a young boy. The second son of Takeda Sōkichi, 
a samurai of the Takeda clan who worked his farm and taught at a 
local school and Tomi Kurokochi, a daughter of Dengoro              
Kurokochi, a Yari and Kenjutsu master. It is believed that Sōkaku 
received his first martial arts training from his father who had a dojo 
on their property. Sōkichi was apparently expert in the use of both 
sword and spear, and had once been a sumo wrestler of ozeki rank. 
It is believed that Sōkaku was exposed to the teachings of Hōzōin-
ryū Takada-ha and Ono-ha Ittō-ryū, schools of spear and             
swordsmanship respectively. 

Sōkaku then left to go on a period of austere training where he travelled, fought and trained at the 
schools of many teachers, a not uncommon practise of the time. Reputedly, Sōkaku spent some time as 
a live-in student of Kenkichi Sakakibara, headmaster of the Jikishinkage-ryū and considered to be one of 
the most famous and skilled swordsmen of the era. Unfortunately there exist no known historical      
documents to confirm this relationship and so it is a matter of debate. What is known, however, is that 
Sōkaku engaged in many matches and duels with both shinai and live blades and was considered a 
swordsman of great skill in a period of time when such things were beginning to be forgotten. 

With the outlawing of the samurai class and the prohibition against carrying swords (Haitōrei Edict)    
apparentally Sokaku decided to emphasize the empty handed, jujutsu oriented, techniques of his       
ancestor's art. These apparently were 'oshiki-uchi', or secret teachings of the Aizu clan, up to that point. 
These, along with other skills he had acquired, were combined to create an art which he christened first 
'Daitō-ryū jūjutsu' and later 'Daitō-ryū Aiki-jūjutsu'. 

In about 1875, rumor reached Sōkaku that Saigō Takamori had launched his rebellion in Satsuma 
against the forces of the new Meiji government. He decided immediately that he would go to lend his 
support. He made it as far as Kyushu but was unable to reach his destination, so he returned to Osaka 
where he spent the next ten years as a guest in the Kyōshin Meichi-ryū dojo of swordsman Momonoi 
Shunzo. 

Sōkaku lived a somewhat itinerant life, travelling the length and breadth of the country giving seminars in 
martial arts to military officers, police officers and martial arts enthusiasts, often of high social standing. 
He left extensive records of those he taught in the 'eimeiroku' and the 'shareikoku' which were             
attendance and fee ledgers of those who attended and paid for lessons from him. 
 
His most famous student was the founder of Aikido, Morihei Ueshiba and it is the popularity of this          
modern martial arts form that is responsible for much of the interest in Daitō-ryū today. Hosaku Matsuda 
was taught by Sōkaku, who in turn taught Yoshiji Okuyama, who in turn founded the Hakkō-ryū Jujutsu 
school. Okuyama taught Michiomi Nakano, who later as Dōshin Sō, founder of Nippon Shorinji 
Kempo. Choi Yong-Sool, the founder of Hapkido was adopted by Sokaku and trained with him as well. 
The influence of the teachings of Sokaku Takeda are readily discernible in the physical techniques of 
aikido, Hakko Ryu, Nippon Shorinji Kempo, hapkido and judo's goshin jutsu self-defense kata (via Kenji 
Tomiki) today. 



Saturday the 5th of November, 2016 finally arrived after a year or more of planning by the 
WBKA Committee. Having got up early, had breakfast & showered, it wasn't long before Richard 
Harding sensei picked me up at Morphett Vale. We arrived at the Ingle Farm Recreation Centre with 
plenty of time to spare. As we walked in to the centre I greeted Kyoshi Carl Withey, President. I was 
introduced to all the Kokusai Kaigi 2016 guest teachers including Kazuo Hoshiyama sensei from 

Arizona, USA (President of the International Koshikan Karate/ Kobudo Association), Angel Lemus 

Kyoshi from Hawaii (Vice President of the International Koshikan Karate/ Kobudo Association), 
Juerg Steiner Shihan (Biel, Switzerland), and Garry O’Connor Hanshi (Principal sensei for     
Takahashi-ha no Ryukyu Shuri-te Karate-do, Head of Oceania Honbu dojo, Victorian Alpine region 

of Australia). 
 

Kyoshi Carl Withey opened the congress            

welcoming the guest teachers & seminar            

participants. John  Alford sensei (Tugra Shan     
Martial Arts) took the warm up & the training soon 

began. 
 
 

Saturday Morning Session 1 
The dojo was set up with three matted training areas & 
we were divided into three groups of Black Belts,   
Colour Belts & Juniors. My group was taught by    

Lemus sensei (Karate & Jujitsu).             (PTO)    
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Lemus sensei taught  defences & follow ups off a Right Haymaker, a Right Cross to Jodan, Double          
Lapel grab & a Right Front Kick. The defences were dynamic, leading to Arm Locks, Vital Point 
strikes, Cross Block flowing onto vital point strikes, trapping kicks leading to takedowns. Within a 
short time we were left in no uncertainty that Lemus sensei was the ‘real deal’ with a solid           

Okinawan karate-do foundation. 
 

Saturday Morning Session 2 

Was taught by Juerg Steiner Shihan (Aikido) assisted 

by his uke, Tony Ricketts sensei. Steiner  sensei taught 
Aikido defences against right chudan punches, leading to 
wrist locks with the opponent being lead to the ground, 
then turned over with submission wrist locks. The second 
technique was once again against a right chudan tsuki 
(Right Cross to stomach), and defence was a Left Shuto to 
the right wrist, followed up by redirecting & takedown. 
Steiner sensei’s session was dymanic & exciting. Steiner 
sensei lived & trained in Japan from 1986 for 12 years. 
During these years he was uchi deshi (student dwelling in the dojo or neighborhood) of Michio Hiki-
tsuchi sensei & Motomichi Anno   sensei. He also accompanied Hikitsuchi sensei during his travels 

to Finland, France & across Japan acting as his translator & often as his uke (pronounced oo kay). 
 

Angel Lemus Kyoshi Demonstration 
Lemus sensei performed the kata Naihanchi (traditional Okinawan style). I have witnessed innumer-
able kata demonstrations & have myself performed & competed in kata over a few decades. I have 
to say Lemus sensei’s demonstrations was exceedingly Sharp with precision & gi cracking intensity. 

It was thoroughly enjoyed by all.  
 

Saturday Afternoon Session 1 
Lemus sensei lead our black belt group teaching, explain-
ing & demonstrating the art of Okinawan linear punching.  
He explained the important placement of feet & the tech-
nique involving beginning with a slight lean back, fol-
lowed by leaning forward into the punch & locking the 
back knee to add substantial power to the punch. He 
showed us a fantastic method of one person holding 2 x 
4cm mats as a target. Sensei then went on to explain & 
demonstrate a Tai Chi type of circular punch suing rotation 
to gain substantially more power into the punch. The dem-
onstration of the Okinawan & Tai Chi punches were so powerful that many mat holders were either 
sent flying backwards or substantially winded. He added one can also ‘cork screw’ the punch at the 
end which he explained the body is unable to cope with. Lemus sensei went on to show body             

conditioning of the arms & shins. 
 

Saturday Afternoon Session 2 
Steiner sensei taught Aikido defences against a Migi Chudan Tsuki (Right punch to stomach).        
Defence was harmonising in same direction as the punch, flowing into a wrist lock, reversing the 
direction of the wrist lock into a takedown, rolling uke onto their stomach & applying a wrist & arm 
lock. Steiner sensei’s Aikido high level skills became obvious to all after a short time of having the 
honour of learning under him at the WBKA Kokusai Kaigi seminar. It was a real privilege for all to 

learn under all the teachers at the WBKA seminar. 



GALA DINNER & CHARITY AUCTION 2016 

Para Hills Community Club 

The World Budo Kan Association banquet held on Nov 5th. Senseis and students from all              
participating dojo had the opportunity to socialize and get to know each other and form long lasting 
friendships. In addition the Honourable Mr.Takeshi Tanabe (Deputy Council General of Japan)            
attended and was very supportive of the Budokan's goals of promoting legitimate Budo. 
Mr Tanabe and Chris Kazuo Hoshiyama Sensei spoke in depth throughout the evening about the      
Koshinkan Association and it's Okinawa martial heritage and he was very interested in the native 
Japanese family style of Hoshiyama-Ryu Jujitsu and how it is preserving the ancient "Koryu"        
Japanese martial arts. 
 

The Menu 

Entrée was Beef Stroganoff - I thought this was the main course & having ‘worked hard all day’ (or  
pretended to have done!) I was ravenous to say the least. Assuming this was the main course I       
shovelled it down my throat as it was nothing short of delicious. Shortly after, they of course,  
brought the main course ‘Stuffed Chicken Breast pocketed with salami & cheese finished with a 
creamy sundried tomato sauce’ - yum! Desert was ‘fruit pavlova with a strawberry coulis and 
whipped cream’. I’m not normally a big eater - never mind it all happily went down my mouth to a 
better place. 
 

The Atmosphere 

It was inviting with a great feeling of friendship, good food & great company - Kokusai Kaigi       
seminar teachers, participants & families. Even the staff of the Para Hills Community Club were       
enveloped in the warm family atmosphere & were genial, accommodating & helped to make it a very 
special memorable night. 
 

The Charity Auction 

Many items went up for auction including some celebrity autographed memorabilia, chocolate & 
Champagne gift boxes, perfume & shave gift sets, martial arts books & videos, and of course very 
special bokkens, jo’s & tanto made by our very special talented wood craftsman Tony Ricketts sensei 
(Hikari Aikido Dojo). The first set of Tony sensei’s bokken/ jo/ tanto was sold for $400. The last 
Tasmanian Myrtle bokken, made by Tony sensei went at $165 to John Alford sensei. He presented it 
as a thank you gift to Richard Harding sensei who will get many years of enjoyment out of it.    
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WBKA LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 2016  

Lifetime Achievement Awards were presented at the 

World Budo Kan Association banquet held on November 5th, 2016.  

The two people recognized were Walt Dailey Hanshi 10th Dan and Garry O'Connor Hanshi 10th 
Dan. Both men have devoted their lives to the preservation of Martial Arts and through their efforts 
many have benefited and enhanced their lives through the study of Budo in its different forms. 
We thank them deeply and give them the deserved recognition and our gratitude for their lifelong 
love and devotion to Budo. Walter Dailey Sensei unable to be present at the presentation so the 
award was accepted on his behalf by Angel Lemus who will ship it to Dailey Sensei upon his return 
to the United States. Walter Dailey Hanshi 10th Dan (Zenshu Sensei) has began to teach Karate 
again after a long hiatus. He is located on the Cape Coral area of Florida. 

Walter Dailey Hanshi 10th Dan 

Walter Dailey is the head instructor of his own “HA” or branch of Karate called the “Zenshu-Ha” a 
very rare thing. This is possible because his Sensei the late Shimabukuro Zenryo (founder of the 
Seibukan) bestowed on him the license to teach and carry on the tradition. Being the head of your 
own “HA” is more than mere rank or title. He was also given the family name of Yoshihide (also 
pronounced Zenshu) and thus was adopted into the Shimabukuro family. After Dailey Sensei       
returned to the States from Okinawan in the early 60s he opened the first Seibukan school outside of 
Okinawa in Pennsylvania. Not only did Dailey Sensei represent Shimabukuro Sensei he was also the 
Representative of the East Coast U.S. Headquarters of the AJKF (All Japan Karate Federation).  
Zenshu Sensei has a well of knowledge that runs very deep and the Zentokukai is very grateful and 
fortunate to have him as an integral part of our Association. Zenshu Sensei is a founding member of 
the Zentokukai going back to Morristown Tennessee in March 15th of 1997. 

Garry O’Connor Hanshi 10th Dan 

O'Connor Sensei has been recognise internationally as the legitimate traditional successor of    
OSensei Takahashi Soke, (1900-1994) of Okinawa Ryu Karate Do Shuri Te. This traditional Menjo 
was signed by the following: Kazuo Hoshiyama, Hanshi 10th Dan Koshinkan Kojo Ryu/ Shorin Ryu 
Karate Do Okinawa. Walter Dailey Hanshi 10th Dan Zenshu-Ha Shorinji-Ryu Karate Do Kai      
Okinawa. Larry Hall Hanshi 10th Dan Zenshu-Ha Shorinji-Ryu Kyan Te Okinawa. Tim Rogers 
Hanshi 9th Dan Okinawa Shorinji-Ryu Tode Zentokukai Okinawa. His personal budo  journey     
encompasses 5 decades of traditional martial arts study. Garry O'Connor Hanshi, Kudan; is the next 
generation of traditional teacher's from this time honoured cultural heritage. He does not entertain or 
participate, in martial art politics of any form, as he sincerely believes this destroys the very spiritual 
essence of why we study traditional martial arts. Training in traditional martial arts is about having a 
passion for the Japanese & Okinawan cultures & teachings, & lasting friendships formed. 



Sunday’s Session was an increasing crescendo of 
exciting teachings & demonstrations. The morning 
sessions began similar to Saturdays seminar format 

& we were all once again privileged to study under: 
 

Kazuo Hoshiyama sensei 

knife defences 

Angel Lemus sensei 

Okinawan karate body conditioning 

Juerg Steiner sensei 

Aikido techniques including bokken, empty hand 

& circle defences 

Garry O’Connor Hanshi 

Okinawan style sticky hands 

Carl Withey sensei 

Hoshiyama Ryu Jujitsu 

John Alford sensei 

Jujutsu, Rolls & Break Falls, Aikido type throws 

(juniors session) 
 

Japanese Calligraphy  
Lunch & After: Junior activities on both days         
included Japanese Calligraphy which the children 
& many adults loved. It is significant that many 
martial arts masters of all kinds of martial arts,  
studied & practiced arts such as calligraphy, painting, music, tea ceremony & more alongside their 
martial arts studies. This brotherly/ sisterly arts enhanced greatly their martial arts. Many over the 
centuries found that these arts seemed to cement their martial techniques & gave great insight into 

their fighting skills. 
 

 

Sunday Afternoon Session 
The Sunday afternoon session format was broken  into 6 small groups of around 5 participants which 
rotated around the mats alternating teachers. This format suits me best as it does most participants.      
It offered a unique opportunity to be taught in a 
very small group & to receive almost a personal 
lesson from our overseas very highly ranked 
Masters. It was obvious that all participants  

thoroughly enjoyed these sessions.  
 
In fact young Daana Pou, member of Budo Kan 
Australia Kyoshi Carl Withey, enjoyed it so 
much I awarded him the WBKA Kokusai Kaigi 

2016 ‘Dim Mak’ Recipient Award courtesy of 
Lemus sensei (lol - photo next page). Daana  
didn’t seem to mind & very proudly displayed 

his bruises for all to examine.    
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SUNDAY DEMONSTRATIONS 
 

Hoshiyama Hanshi Demonstration 
Hoshiyama sensei performed the Okinawan Naihanchi kata. His technique & 

control was superb. It was very exciting & thoroughly enjoyed by all. 
 

Angel Lemus Kyoshi Demonstration 
Lemus sensei performed an electrifyingly exciting Yamanni-Ryu Bojutsu kata 

which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. 

To everybody’s disappointment the WBKA Kokusai Kaigi Seminar too soon came to the end. 
 

We all sat in front of the guest teachers & were given the opportunity to ask them questions. One of 

the participants asked a fantastic question: What did you learn from your teachers? 
 

Kazuo Hoshiyama sensei: “One of the things I learned from my sensei was ‘always have an 

empty cup’ that is always being a student. After having trained for 40+ years it is still always being a 

student & it will be this way for the next 40 years.” 
 

Juerg Steiner sensei: “It’s a feeling of gratitude in your heart for daily life, for family, planet 

earth, martial arts - you become a happy person (when you have a feeling of gratitude in your heart).   
 

Angel Lemus Kyoshi: “The essence of gratitude is important. Any sensei that has that outlook 

on life will have a greater reward. We have so many distractions (now) in this world. Allocate your 
life (time) in the duties of your family, work & everything. You don’t just say ’Well I can’t do        
martial arts because I have a wife, family & everything else.’ You can fit it all in, you just have to be 

sensible. You have to sacrifice something in order to gain something.”     
 

Garry O’Connor sensei: “One of the things was ‘Availability always comes before ability’. 

You have to make yourself available to your teacher. Our western society has an attitude that martial 
arts is a separate thing (fitness etc). But in a lot or oriental culture its (martial arts) a way of life. It’s 
a continuous polishing of our character. When I take my obi (belt) off it doesn’t stop me being a 

martial artist.  
Domo Arigato Gozaimasu to all our Guest senseis & to Kyoshi Carl Withey 

for organising the seminar 
 
 



Hanshi Hoshiyama Sensei began his martial arts training in the Hoshiyama family Jujitsu 

system passed down from his father Kazuo Hoshiyama who in turn learned from his father Iwamatsu      
Hoshiyama who received the Shogo title of Hanshi and rank of 10th Dan from the pre-war Dai       
Nippon Butokukai. The Hoshiyama family comes from a long family line of Martial Artists.           
Shihan Hoshiyama’s Grandfathers side is of Samurai bloodline from the mainland of Japan. 
 

The Hoshiyama Jujitsu has been passed down from this line. His Grandmother is Okinawan and moved 
to the mainland in the early 1900’s. With this there was a name change due to discrimination against 
those of Okinawan blood to a Japanese one. Hoshiyama Sensei is of a distant blood relation to the very 
famous Karate family of Okinawa the Shimabukuro’s which was headed by Tatsuo Shimabukuro   
Sensei the founder of Isshin-Ryu and Eizo Shimabukuro Sensei the founder of the Shobayashi-Ryu 
branch of Shorin-Ryu. While Hoshiyama Shihan was learning Jujitsu, he began training in 1976 under 
Rudy Crosswell, Hanshi in the Shito-ryu style of karate and continued in that discipline for several 
years. Shihan’s Jujitsu training continued throughout his life until his father passed away in February 
of 1996. Karate had always appealed to Hoshiyama Sensei because of its dynamic and often flashy 
striking movements and its beautiful kata. At a Karate tournament Shihan had the opportunity to meet 
a man who was known as the Father of Karate in America, Robert Trias, Hanshi. Mr. Trias was the 
head of the United States Karate Association and responsible for opening the very first Karate school 
in the United States. It opened in 1946 in Phoenix, Arizona. Shihan trained with Mr. Trias at the 
U.S.K.A. International Headquarters in Phoenix Arizona, learning the Shuri-ryu and Shorei-ryu systems of karate.        
Sensei Trias also held Shihan rank in Kodokan Judo. He was lucky enough to have had this passed down to him as well. 
Sensei Trias passed away in 1989 of cancer. 
 

During the time at the Trias dojo Hoshiyama Sensei had the opportunity to meet and train under some of the best martial 
artists in the United States and the world, One of the most notable being Shihan Roy Osborne. Sensei Osborne was the 
first person to open Hoshiyama Sensei’s eyes to the true ways of Okinawan karate and the old style of very devastating 
bunkai. Osborne Sensei’s list of teachers is amazing to say the least. Having been a direct student of Hohan Soken, Kanei 
Uechi, Fusei Kisei, Seiru Oyata, and many Japanese and American masters. Hoshiyama and Osborne have maintained 
their friendship to this day. Hoshiyama Sensei was taken under the wing of John Pachivas, Hanshi. Mr. Pachivas acted as 
an advisor and friend to Shihan. He passed away in 2000. In 1989 after Trias Sensei passed and at his suggestion Mr. 
Hoshiyama decided it was time to learn the original methods of Non-Sport Okinawan Karate. He searched for an        
authentic Okinawan teacher in his geographic area. He found Shojiro Shiroma, Hanshi a direct student of Shugoro     
Nakazato, Hanshi. Hoshiyama Sensei trained with Mr. Shiroma for several years. 
 

In his efforts to return to the roots of true Okinawan Karate he sought out membership in the Shorin-ryu Shorinkan    
Kyokai. This is the organization headed by Hanshi Nakazato dedicated to Shorin-Ryu(Kobayashi-ryu) Karate.            
Hoshiyama Sensei held the rank of Renshi Rokudan directly under Nakazato Sensei. Shihan Hoshiyama left the 
Shorinkan Kyokai in 2005. 
 

1999 became a very good year as by chance Hoshiyama Sensei met Hanshi Takaya Yabiku 10th Dan a direct student of 
Hohan Soken-Matsumura Seito Shorin-ryu, Kafu Kojo, Shigeru Kojo and Seiji Irimaji 10th Dan of Kojo-ryu, Seiko    
Itokazu-Ueichi-ryu, Saburo Kochinda-Yamanni-ryu Bojutsu, Kana Kinjo-Okinawa Hakutsuru and Takeo Mekaru of 
Matayoshi ryu. Hoshiyama Shihan learned the true private Kojo-Ryu family system as well as studying the Yamanni-Ryu 
Bojitsu Of Kochinda Sensei, directly from Yabiku Sensei which continued for 15 years until 2014. 
 

In 2005 he became a member of the Shorin-Ryu Reihokan Karate and Kobudo Association headquartered in Naha City, 
Okinawa, Japan after leaving the Shorinkan Kyokai. This was to maintain his Okinawa ties to Chibana-Ha Shorin-Ryu. 
He was a Senior Representative for the Reihokan in North America and a direct senior student of Hanshi Naonobu 
Ahagon. Hanshi Ahagon is the head of The Shorin-Ryu Reihokan Karate-do and Kobudo Association from Okinawa, 
Japan. Hoshiyama Sensei has since resigned from the Reihokan Kyokai. 
 

During a month long trip to Okinawa in March 2013, Shihan Hoshiyama after many visits with Yabiku Sensei with the 
blessings of Seiji Irimaji Sensei and the Koshiro (Kojo) family was asked to spread the art of Koshiro-ryu/Kojo-ryu    
before it becomes lost to time. Hoshiyama Sensei is the highest ranking person to be ever be promoted in Kojo-Ryu who 
has resided outside of Japan. On the suggestion of his teachers in April 2013 the Shorin-Ryu Koshinkan Karate and 
Kobudo Association was formed. This association preserves the historic karate of the Kojo family and teaches separately 
Chibana-Ha Shorin-ryu. The Kobudo taught is the Kobudo of Shugoro Nakazato Sensei. There are separate structures for 
all three and the Kihon is maintained as well. 
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Shihan Juerg Steiner is from Dojo Cho of Centre Kumano in Biel Switzerland.        

Shihan lived for 12 years in Shingu, Japan, in order to follow the teaching of Michio           

Hikitsuchi Sensei 10th Dan and Motomichi Anno Sensei 8th Dan. During those years of         

intensive practice he lived as Uchideshi (student dwelling in the dojo or neighbourhood).  

Shihan accompanied Hikitsuchi Sensei during his travels to Finland and France as well as 

aikido demonstrations across Japan. In this context he was in charge of translating            

Hitiksuchi's sensei's teachings in French, German and English as well as often being  Sensei's 

Uke. Shihan Steiner directs   Aikido classes in Australia, Europe, and North California, 

speaks fluent Japanese, and each year spends at least a month in Japan to improve his skills 

and knowledge. Shihan knows Japanese culture and particularly martial arts and Japanese 

philosophy. Shihan is a highly sought after teacher internationally and brings with him a 

wealth of knowledge about Aikido and the true meaning of Budo to our event and we are 

highly honoured for him to agree to attend our event and join our other international            

instructors in shareing there knowledge and experience with us.                                                                                                                                             

 

Sensei Angel Lemus began studying the martial arts at the age of 11 in Miami, Florida 

in the art of Judo. Over the years he competed in Judo tournaments on local, regional, and 
national levels and became a life member of the United States Judo Association (USJA).      
He remained active in Judo competitions until the age of 21 and attained the rank of Shodan 
(black belt 1st degree). 
At the age of 16 he began an informal study of Karate at a local community center, working 
with Coral Gables police officers who had organized a martial arts study group. At 19 he 
joined the Sansei Gojuryu Karate Association under Manny Saavedra, and competed heavily 
in the southern Florida tournament circuit. He attained the rank of Yondan (black belt 4th  
degree) under this style. When he was 23 he decided to look into other styles and switched to 
Shorin-Ryu Karate under his long time mentor, Tim Rodgers, who had founded the Miami 
Seibukan Dojo. Sensei Lemus continued training in Shorin-Ryu Karate, and in 1996 attained 
the rank of Sandan (3rd Dan) under the International Seibukan Karatedo Association (ISKA). 
  
In 1996 Sensei Lemus left the ISKA and co-founded with Sensei Rodgers the Okinawa Shorin-Ryu Zentokukai Karatedo 
Association. Sensei Lemus currently holds the rank of Nanadan (7th Dan) in the Zentokukai and is the Association's 
Vice President. In addition to his devotion to Shorin-Ryu, he has studied other arts such as Aikido, Jujitsu, and two 
styles of Okinawan Kobudo, attaining the rank of Shodan in Matayoshi-Ryu Kobudo under Anthony Marquez           
Sensei  and Yamanni-Ryu Bo-Jutsu under Toshihiro Oshiro Sensei. In 2013 Lemus Sensei  started to learn Kojo-Ryu 
Karate under Kazuo Hoshiyama Sensei and became one of his Vice Presidents of the Koshinkan Karate and Kobudo 
Association. Lemus Sensei now holds a Godan, 5th Degree black belt in Kojo-Ryu Karate. 
 

Hanshi Garry O'Connor was awarded his Judan - 10th Dan Certification, by the Okinawa 

Shorin Ryu Association. This traditional Menjo was signed by the following: Kazuo Hoshiyama, 
Hanshi 10th Dan Koshinkan Kojo Ryu / Shorin Ryu Karate Do Okinawa/ Walter Dailey Hanshi 
10th Dan Zenshu-Ha Shorinji - Ryu Karate Do Kai Okinawa/ Larry Hall Hanshi 10th Dan Zen-
shu-Ha Shorinji-Ryu Kyan Te.Okinawa/ Tim Rogers Hanshi 9th Dan Okinawa Shorinji - Ryu 
Tode Zentokukai Okinawa. 
 

O'Connor Sensei has been recognised internationally as the legitimate traditional successor of 
OSensei Takahashi Soke, (1900-1994) of Okinawa Ryu Karate Do Shuri Te. His personal budo 
journey encompasses five decades of traditional martial arts study. Garry O'Connor Hanshi -  
Kudan; is the next generation of traditional teacher's from this time honoured cultural heritage. 
He does not entertain or participate, in martial art politics of any form, as he sincerely believes 
this destroys the very spiritual essence of why we study traditional martial arts. Training in     
traditional martial arts is about having a passion for the Japanese and Okinawan cultures and 
teachings, and the lasting friendships formed. 

 



The WBKA Meeting of Styles seminar was 

held at the Budo Kan Australia honbu dojo 

at the Ingle Farm Recreation Centre, SA.     

It was hosted by the World Budo Kan Asso-

ciation President, Kyoshi Carl Withey.             

Everyone present agreed with enthusiasm it 

was an outstanding Seminar. It was well   

attended by 50+ participants including 

around 8 juniors.  Clubs included Budo Kan 

Australia - Carl Withey sensei, Tugra Shan 

Martial Arts-John Alford sensei, Hikari    

Aikido-Tony Ricketts sensei & National   

Karate Academies-Steve Miranda sensei.       

The dojo setting was intimate & the           

atmosphere was warm & friendly with all participants eager to study the theme of weapons. 
 

After a warm welcome & bow in by Kyoshi Carl Withey, all students formed a circle of learning 

around our first instructor Carl Withey sensei. The theme defence 

against a knife. He reinforced the idea that the best defence 

against a knife is to either not be there or if unavoidable to  

‘defend & get out of there quick!’. Carl sensei demonstrated a few 

knife defence techniques using tai sabaki (moving off the line of 

attack using body movement). He followed up the tai sabaki with 

hand positioning to avoid & redirect the knife hand, flowing onto 

trapping the knife hand & once again using Aikido like movements 

for a takedown & locks to disarm. Students practiced all           

techniques shown with enthusiasm. I remember reading lots of 

articles & books on knife defences by some of the world’s martial 

artists. They all concluded with very good reason that there is ’No 

defence against a knife’. They also advised that if unavoidable  

assume that ‘you will be cut’ (regardless of your skill). They also 

advised  to use the outside of the forearm in parrying or redirecting, as the outside has less arteries 

& veins exposed compared to the inside of the forearm.  
 

Professor Steve Miranda began teaching realistic street knife defences from real life street           

encounters having been attacked in the street with knife wielding opponents.  He explained the  

difference between ‘dojo’ techniques & actual knife attacks  

he’d experienced. He demonstrated various techniques where 

opponents grabbed you with one hand & attacked with the 

other using a knife. He explained how important it was, in this 

situation, rather than parry the knife to instead grab the knife 

with both hands to stop any repeated attacks. He then went on 

to demonstrate follow up techniques for control & disarming.       

I always find Professor Steve Miranda fascinating as he shows 

street effective techniques which he has cemented over many 

years of working as a security guard, crowd control & personal 

street experiences from these industries & more. 
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Richard Harding sensei (Tugra Shan Martial Arts) &    

Jamie Barnett (Budo Kan Australia) taught the group of 

juniors various jujitsu techniques.  Juniors thoroughly 

enjoyed techniques taught & joined the adults for the 

sessions after lunch. Richard Harding sensei has had 

over 45 years experience in martial arts & holds  several 

black belts including high Dan ranks 
 

After a short break for lunch for lunch, Tony Ricketts 

from Hikari Aikido, began teaching Aikido knife               

defences. He explained Aikido techniques focused on 

avoiding & harmonising with attacks, then following up 

with redirection & takedowns with locks & disarming. 
 

Tony sensei demonstrated knife defence against attacks 

from the front & the rear utilising both right & left 

handed attacks. Tony sensei’s techniques are very           

flowing & blending but with controlling the knife &        

subduing  the attacker. His techniques were smooth & 

students eagerly practiced. 
 

Tony sensei spent some time in Japan studying at the 

Iwama hombu dojo a few years ago & has been studying 

Aikido for some time. 
 

John Alford sensei, Tugra Shan Martial Arts, taught      

Pangamot Jujitsu techniques from the late Supreme 

Grandmaster Cacoy Canette from the Philippines. The Filipino Eskrimadors studied jujitsu & judo 

from Japanese teachers who had visited the Philippines during the 20th century. 
 

John sensei taught defences against Eskrima stick attacks (stick against stick). He explained safety 

aspects & V Stepping to avoid the attacks. Defences included  ’Roof Blocks’ & Cross Blocks for initial 

defences followed up by counter attacks & takedowns with locks.  Some counters included throws 

with locks. He explained the finer details of the demonstrated techniques. All students appeared to 

enjoy immensely learning the Eskrima techniques.   
 

John sensei studied Cacoy Doce Pares Eskrima under Grandmaster Kevin Seskis & all his gradings 

including Black Belt were conducted by Grandmaster Vince Palumbo. The Black Belt grading            

includes sparring many rounds of Kulata (No armour—

just hand & head guards). He had the privilege of       

attending a seminar by Supreme Grandmaster  Cacoy 

Canette when he was in his late eighties. 

 

In summary the WBKA Meeting of Styles was once 

again a resounding success with all participants             

thoroughly enjoying the teaching & techniques shown. 

 

 



The WBKA Meeting of Styles seminar was hosted by Professor Steve Miranda, Hanshi Craig Smith, Tashi 

Lorne Farrelly & Tashi Kristie Farrelly, National Karate Academies, North Prospect Primary School gym, SA. 

The seminar was well attended with around 34 adults (including instructors) & 6-8 juniors. The theme of the 

day was defences against blunt weapons. 
 

Following the bow in Carl Withey Kyoshi, President of the World Budo Kan Association, began teaching       

defences against a blunt stick weapon. He taught 3 defences beginning with the philosophy that it was safer 

& better to meet the weapon using an inside step slightly to one side with left forearm Block to the weapon 

forearm then catching the right wrist & right hand Palm Strike to the opponent’s chest area. The  defender’s 

right hand then also caught the opponent’s right hand 

(2 hand grab), & stepping the left foot forward & to the 

right circling the opponent’s right hand until the        

defender’s right foot was across the back of the         

opponent’s right foot for a takedown. This was followed 

up with a wrist lock to release the weapon. Kyoshi Carl 

proceeded to demonstrate a few alternative defences 

against the same attack. 

Professor Steve Miranda, National Karate Academies, 

taught stick against knife defences.  He explained how 

important, it was in order to be effective, to have a 
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mindset philosophy of defending oneself in the street with 

devastating self defence. When using a blunt force weapon 

against a similar weapon he advised it was better to use hard 

weapons to strike hard body targets such as bones rather 

than soft targets such as muscle. He demonstrated the      

effectiveness of this theory with explosive effectiveness by 

striking bone with solid weapons such as a stick rather than 

striking muscle, as he explained muscle was able to absorb 

some of the force whereas bone was unable to withstand 

these strikes. Professor Steve also went on to explain that it 

is the opposite for unarmed defences against unarmed      

attacks – i.e. it is far better to block muscle against bone 

strikes rather than bone against bone. As always Professor 

Steve Miranda’s demonstrations & explanations are exciting 

with an emphasis on what actually works ‘on the street’.            

Professor Steve also demonstrated stick against a knife.             

Students practiced these defences using foam sticks against 

stabbing knife attacks to the stomach/ chest areas. He         

advocated Tai Sabaki, side stepping, with stick strikes against 

hard targets, such as the forearm bones, aimed at disarming 

the knife, followed up with strikes against the body’s hard 

targets (bones).  

Hanshi Craig Smith, 8
th

 Degree Black Belt, National Karate Academies, SA demonstrated some pressure 

point strikes (Kyushu Jitsu). He explained that are well over 300 pressure points, however Professor Steve 

uses about 100. He explained that a pressure point is the nerve point where muscles meet or where muscles 

meet bones. He advised the 45 degree angle of attack was best for effectiveness. Hanshi Craig also went 

through the basics of revitalising muscles once the pressure point had been struck. He did practical            

demonstrations including knee strikes against the side of the outer thigh, vital point strike between the 4
th

 & 

5
th

 finger bones on the back of the hand & the inside of the elbow joint. 

Sensei John Alford taught break falling which was a necessary skill for ‘Pangamot Jujitsu’ & all jujitsu.  He 

explained joint manipulation & the effective use of one’s feet to off balance an opponent prior to a throw or 

sweep. He demonstrated stick against stick defences       

followed by takedowns/ throws with joint locks, control & 

submission. One needs to practice techniques over a long 

period for it to become a natural part of one’s response. 

Kyoshi Carl concluding discussed the upcoming Kokusai 

Kaigi 2 day Adelaide seminar being held on 5-6
th

 Nov, 2016 

at Ingle Farm Recreation centre, SA with a number of 

highly ranked overseas Grandmasters teaching.  



Hoshiyama-Ryu Jujitsu History 

The origin of the Hoshiyama Family Jujitsu has been very difficult to trace back to its beginnings.  The family records 

which were brought from Japan were confiscated along with the majority of their personal belongings when my family 

was interned in the Manzanar Concentration Camp.  

Some of the techniques have a resemblance to the very old methods of Yoshimitsu Minamoto (1056-1127), the founder 

of Takeda-ryu Aikijujitsu and the Yoshin-ryu school of Jujitsu founded by Yoshitoki Shirobei Akiyama around 1723. 

When, where, and how these connections were made remains unknown.  However I must be clear this is not         

Aikijujitsu. These techniques have a similarity to what is taught by some of the modern Aiki-jujitsu schools and the      

so-called hard Jujitsu schools. A large part of the syllabus emphasizes atemi-jitsu (vital point striking methods). The  

techniques that are taught are nage-waza (throwing techniques), kansetsu-waza (joint locking techniques), torite-waza 

(grappling hand), atemi-waza (vital point), and lastly shime-waza (choking techniques) and katame-waza (holding         

techniques) as these were thought to be the least important of the techniques taught.  

My Great-Grandfather Yoshimatsu Hoshiyama(b.1825?) was born into a Samurai Family and learned all of the         

techniques of the Samurai tradition including Archery, Spearmanship, Swordsmanship, Horsemanship, Swimming with 

armor and Jujitsu (Aikijujitsu) a tradition with a history that lasted over 1000 years. My Grandfather was born in 1876 

during the time of Meiji at a time when the Samurai were no longer needed. My Great-Grandfather Yoshimatsu Sensei 

was reduced from being a proud warrior to becoming a rickshaw driver as his new profession. Yoshimatsu Sensei 

passed on only Jujitsu to his son Iwamatsu Hoshiyama (1876-1951) as the other arts were no longer needed.  

Iwamatsu Sensei was born in Niigata city, Japan and moved to the United States in the 1930’s where he started a flower 

farm in the San Fernando Valley. This farm became a thriving business until World War II when Yoshimatsu Sensei, his 

Okinawan wife Maki (1899-1961), my father Kazuo Hoshiyama (1923-1996), his other son George (1924-1986), and 

daughter Hanna (1927- ) were all American citizens who were imprisoned in the Manzanar Relocation Facility.        

Manzanar was one of 10 Internment Camps that held over 120,000 Americans of Japanese descent prisoner during 

World War II. This event is truly a stain on American History. After they were released from the camp my Grandfather 

as a form of reimbursement was paid ten cents for every dollar of property confiscated by the U.S. government which 

now would be worth millions of dollars. During Kazuo Sensei’s time in the camp he trained not only in the family form 

of Jujitsu, which he began as a small boy with his father, but also trained with friends who studied several Jujitsu        

disciplines along with Judo. This must have not been an easy task as it is doubtful that the prisoners would have been 

allowed to train openly. Upon being released from Manzanar, Kazuo Sensei was immediately drafted into the United 

States Army where he worked as a Japanese Language Interpreter. Later on when the Japanese martial arts were         

becoming very popular in the United States he chose not to teach his family style of Jujitsu openly. He thought the 

country still needed more time to mature.  

My father passed down to me what he had learned, most of which I have kept to myself. Over the years I have taught 

some of what I had learned from Kazuo Sensei, mostly as Karate bunkai (kata application). After suffering a crippling 

injury in a car accident in January of 2003 and another crippling accident in 2011, I have decided it is time to pass on my 

families Jujitsu techniques before they are forgotten.  Chris Kazuo Hoshiyama,                       

Hanshi 10th Dan, Menkyo Kaiden   
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KAZUO HOSHIYAMA, HANSHI began his martial arts training in the 

Hoshiyama family Jujitsu system passed down from his  father Kazuo         

Hoshiyama who in turn learned from his father Iwamatsu Hoshiyama who 

received the Shogo title of Hanshi and rank of 10th Dan from the pre-war Dai 

Nippon Butokukai. The Hoshiyama family comes from a long family line of 

Martial Artists. Shihan Hoshiyama’s Grandfathers side is of Samurai      

bloodline from the mainland of Japan. The Hoshiyama Jujitsu has been 

passed down from this line.  His Grandmother is Okinawan & moved to the 

mainland in the early 1900’s. With this there was a name change due to     

discrimination against those of Okinawan blood to a Japanese 

one. Hoshiyama Sensei is of a distant blood relation to the very famous       

Karate family of Okinawa the Shimabukuro’s which was headed by Tatsuo 

Shimabukuro Sensei the  founder of Isshin-Ryu and Eizo Shimabukuro     

Sensei founder of Shobayashi-Ryu branch of Shorin-Ryu.  

CARL WITHEY, 8th DAN KYOSHI has also been training under 

Hoshiyama Sensei as a personal student, again to constantly improve himself 

as a martial artist. Withey Sensei is the highest graded Hoshiyama Ryu Jujitsu 

exponent in the world today apart from Sensei himself. In 2014 Hoshiyama 

Sensei promoted Withey Sensei to Kyoshi and in 2015 promoted him to     

Hachidan. He has been a guest at, and conducted seminars in England, Italy, 

USA & Australia.                                                                                            

Hoshiyama Hanshi, & Carl Withey, Kyoshi graded the below Hoshiyama 

Ryu Jujitsu,/ Budo Kan Australia  students to Hoshiyama Ryu        

Jujitsu Yudansha grades at the new Mizushinbukan Adelaide 12/11/16:             

3rd Dan                                             

Angel Lemus Kyoshi, Tony Laws Sensei                                   

1st Dan                                       

Jamie Barnett, Daana Pou, Martin Ridge, 

Stewart Mcritchie, Benjamin Pollack 

 

TUGRA SHAN MARTIAL ARTS                                          

Fifteen Tugra Shan Martial Arts teachers & students    

became Hoshiyama Ryu Jujitsu members in 2016.         

We are very grateful & privileged to have Kyoshi Carl Withey come down 

once/ month & teach Tugra Shan Martial Arts members Hoshiyama Ryu       

Jujitsu. I spoke with Hoshiyama sensei who was very happy that we have    

become members.  
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WBKA Carl Withey sensei new MIZUSHINBUKAN DOJO 

The future Home of           

Hoshiyama-Ryu Jijitsu in          

Adelaide, Mizushinbukan 

dojo (Skyblue Dojo) is now 

complete.                        

Shomen photos of the three              

generations of Hoshiyama senseis.                  

Imamatsu Hoshiyama,                             

Kazuo Hoshiyama, and                      

Chris "Kazuo" Hoshiyama.  

Hoshyama Hanshi explained, whilst he 

was teaching at the dojo, that the name 

Mizushinbukan can also be interpreted 

as mind flowing like water.  
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WEDNESDAYS at ANTONIO CATHOLIC SCHOOL GYM 

Entry Via 25 Stanley St, Morphett Vale SA 5162 

THURSDAYS at FLAXMILL PRIMARY SCHOOL GYM 

80 Flaxmill Rd, Morphett Vale SA 5162 

Contact: John Alford 0410859 775 

Email: johnalford0212@gmail.com 

Website:                                           

http://www.tugrashanmartialarts.com/                                

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/

TugraShanMartialArts/ 

MONDAYS & WEDNESDAYS at  

OTTOWAY COMMUNITY HALL 

Crn of Grand Junction Rd & Jenkins St, 

Ottoway SA 5013 

Contact: Tony Ricketts 

Mobile: 0430 175 020 

Email: tonyjricketts@gmail.com.au 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/

HikariAikidoDojoSa  

INGLE FARM RECREATION CENTRE, Cnr of Beovich 

Rd & Roopena St, Ingle Farm, SA 5098 

Contact: Carl Withey 

Mobile: 0402 856 772 

Email:  

budokan@internode.on.net 

Website: 

http://www.worldbudokan.org/  

Facebook: 

Budo Kan of Australia 

PROFESSOR STEVE MIRANDA 

NUMEROUS LOCATIONS IN 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ NEW SOUTH WALES 

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 

Contact: Steve Miranda 

Mobile: 0437 523 913 

Website 

http://www.nationalkarate.com.au/ 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/

NKAMirandaKai/ 
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JUDO & JUJITSUJUDO & JUJITSUJUDO & JUJITSUJUDO & JUJITSU    

SA DOJO 

 

Contact: Mark Thyer 0423 856 629 

Email: markthyerhr@yahoo.com.au 

Website: www.universal-ms.wix.com 

Contact: Jonathan Kruger (WBKA    

Adviser & Central African Representative) 

Mobile: 0431 422 432 

PO Box 22293, Kitwe, Zambia 

Website/ Facebook Links 

http://www.kodokwanzambia.com/judojujitsu/ 

https://www.facebook.com/kodokwanzambia/ 

All Saints Church, Bampfylde Rd,                       

TORQUAY, TQ2 5AY 

 

Contact: Sensei Simon Brades 

Email: aikidotorquay@gmail.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/

POLAND 
Szkoła sztuk walki 

Contact: Soke Krzysztof Pytlak 

Email: sokeszkolenia@gmail.com                                                                                                        

Telefon: +48 505498701 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/

yamaryujujitsu/ 
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Publisher/ Editor/ Graphic Design  John Alford 
 

This newsletter is designed to cater for all members of WBKA. Opinions and    
viewpoints expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily represent 
those of the Publisher/ Editor or WBKA.   
If you would like to submit articles in this newsletter, please forward articles to: 

WBKA President Carl Withey via Email: budokan@internode.on.net 

Copyright - Reproduction of any material, without permission from the 

WBKA President, is Strictly Forbidden. WBKA Trade Marked and Logo may 
Not be used without permission from the WBKA President in any format or 
media. For permission, please contact the WBKA President Carl Withey                             
via Email: budokan@internode.on.net  or  via Mobile: 0402 856 772 

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES  

If you wish to advertise in this newsletter please direct enquiries 

to WBKA President Carl Withey 

Email: budokan@internode.on.net or via Mobile: 0402 856 772 

WBKA Newsletter Submissions  
or Advertising Enquiries to                                                   

Carl Withey Email Address: worldbudokan@internode.on.net  

FACEBOOK LINKS 

 

https://www.facebook.com/

worldbudokan/ 
 

https://www.facebook.com/

budo.kan.94/?fref=ts 
 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/

TugraShanMartialArts/ 
 

https://www.facebook.com/

HikariAikidoDojoSa/ 
 

https://www.facebook.com/
ShodaiMartialArtsTorbay/?

fref=ts 
 

https://www.facebook.com/

NKAMirandaKai/?fref=ts 
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